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Senator Burke, acting Chair of the Senate, called the Senate meeting of the 2018-2019 Associated 
Students of Northern Arizona University Senate to order at 4:01 PM in the Havasupai Room A and B, 
University Union. 
 
Roll Call  
 
Senators: 
Senator Ambrosio 
Senator Hernandez 
Senator Burke – not included in voting 
Senator Gibson 
Senator Martinez  
Senator Zavala – Absent  
Senator McClintock– Absent (attending ABOR) 
Senator Schonbrun – Absent (attending ABOR) 
Senator Freitas– Absent (attending ABOR) 
Senator Nardi 
Senator Alba 
Senator Ward 
Senator Rose– Absent 
Senator Majkrazk  
 
Approval of Minutes 
Senator Burke: If there are no corrections, the minutes are approved.  
 
Call to the Audience 
Item A: Dean of CEFNS – Dr. Jagodzinski  
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: CEFNS is only about ten years old. It was formed around 2008 by taking the College of 
Engineering and Technology and part of the College of Arts and Sciences. It was put together to form a 
College of Engineering, Forestry, and Natural Sciences. A year later I was hired as the dean of that 
college. My job was to make it successful because it was apart of a reorganization of the entire university. 
Over time we grew and became large. This past summer in order to get sizes under control, engineering 
was split off into a different college and so we have a College of Engineering, Informatics, and Applied 
Sciences. We are still making changes but we are still called CEFNS, the College of Environment, 
Forestry, and Natural Sciences. We have a department of physics and astronomy and that is going to be 
split. In CEFNS we’re going to have a department of astronomy and planetary science and physics will 
move to the engineering college.  



 
Some of the things I see as priorities for CEFNS is to ensure the success of students. The only reason 
universities exist is because of all of you. If you don't come back tomorrow, we don't have a university. 
It’s really that simple and our college recognizes that. Almost everyone on campus takes a course in 
CEFNS because almost everyone takes at least one math class so we have a responsibility to the entire 
campus. We want students to be successful in mathematics classes as well as the classes that are in their 
majors. We do this by trying to offer the best faculty, by trying to ensure you have the best advisors, by 
trying to remain connected with students. In my role as dean it’s hard to get out and meet all 5,000 
students who are majoring in CEFNS disciplines but I remain connected through our senators. I also do 
the same thing with the graduate student government. I meet with representatives of CEFNS within that 
group also. One thing we do that some of you may be aware of is dinner with the dean. It provides an 
opportunity for students to sit down and have dinner with me, with senators, and to talk about issues that 
are on their mind.  
 
Some of the challenges that we have are large classes, labs that run late at night. We are trying to address 
these. On the drawing board we have a new building called STEM One which will go into the parking lot 
where Peterson Hall is. That will be a large building and that wont solve the problem but it will help. 
NAU has a international reputation in ecology and environmental sciences. We will continue to try and 
build those programs. We have an international reputation in astronomy and so we will focus on 
astronomy and planetary sciences. We have Lowell Observatory in town and the Discovery Telescope 
about 45 minutes outside of town. People come from all over to use those facilities. The US Geological 
Survey has its astrobiology section in Flagstaff, and the navy has an informeter by Lake Mary. We have 
the only school of forestry in the state and we will continue to attempt to make that very strong.  
 
Something I do as a dean that you may not be aware of is I go out and raise money. Philanthropic gifts are 
the margin of excellence for your education. The state does what it can but it doesn’t provide all of the 
money that is needed. You pay tuition and fees but that's still not enough so we try to raise money to do 
things to enhance your education. Providing scholarships, providing faculty with chaired or named 
positions, buildings and space are examples. This is something that I do on a regular basis. I go out and 
talk with alumni, corporations, foundations, and attempt to raise money to try and provide that excellence.  
 
Senator Hernandez: Walking through liberal arts I saw a really interesting flyer for a biology in film class 
and I was wondering if you could tell me more about how you’re partnered with a film department.  
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: I don't know the answer to that but it sounds very intriguing.  
 
Senator Martinez: As a biomedical major I was wondering if you were planning on creating a pre-med 
major? 
 
Erin Grisham: We don't do pre’s. We have programs of study where your advisor can help put that 
together but we don't have a pre-med major. We do have advising teams.  
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: A lot of our students are planning on going to medical school so we do have those 
programs in place to do it but I don't know of any discussion of any pre-med major.   
 
Senate Clerk: If Physics is getting moved to another college, how is that going to effect the Physics & 
Astronomy merged major? 
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: It’s is being moved to the engineering college because most of the classes that students 
take are physics classes. Students will have the opportunity to decide how they want to change if they do 
because of that move. Not every student will want to be pursuing a degree in an engineering college. We 



will still have a degree program in astronomy and students can take as many physics classes. It wouldn't 
be called a merged major. I understand there are advantages to that but this was discussed extensively and 
because of the number of credit hours in the degree program, that's the reason.  
 
Senator Majkrazk: Are the physics classes going to be held in the engineering building or the physics 
building? 
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: This goes back to space. The engineering building cant accommodate physics so physics 
isn't going to be moving. They will stay in the physical sciences building and so will the faculty.  
 
Senator Hernandez: How does your college collaborate with other colleges on campus? 
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: We collaborate with Social and Behavioral Sciences quite a bit because we have some 
joint programs and they have geography and a number of other programs that sort of relate to what we do 
in CEFNS. We collaborate with Health and Human Services because a lot of students in our classes are 
going to be moving into professional programs. College of Education, we have teaching programs in the 
sciences so any students who want to teach math or the sciences in high school will have degrees in our 
college but we work closely with them to train the students.  
 
Senator Ambrosio: I was wondering why there is a sudden drop of sections in higher level chemistry. 
Next semester I know there's only one section of 238 offered and in the spring there's none.  
 
Dr. Jagodzinski: I don't know the answer to that. There shouldn't be because as long as the students need 
classes we should be offering them.  
 
Unfinished Business 
Item A: Club Recognition: Students Against Sexual Violence 
Speaker: I’m a survivor of sexual abuse. It happened when I was 5 and 7 and nothing was done for both 
instances so I grew up thinking the behavior was normal. I never received any counseling or any 
recognition of what it was because my parents normalized it. Last year in March I went down my parents 
house and the second person who had abused me was at my parents house despite my parents knowing 
what he had done. It was my first time seeing him since I was 8 and seeing him triggered PTSD and I 
didn't know what that was or what I was experiencing. I got to be in such a low place and I didn't know 
who to turn to for help. Coconino County Victim Witness provide advocacy programs for victims of 
crimes. Hollie Vargas was a victim advocate and she came into a class of mine and she was talking about 
her services. I was still reluctant about the entire thing and the next day I woke up in such a bad place but 
I knew I needed help so I went to Hollie. When I went I talked to her about everything and she helped me 
with everything I was feeling. She set me up with a trauma specialist and it was free therapy because it 
was for students and she made sure I got put on the right medication and made sure I knew that what 
happened to me wasn't my fault. She also is the reason why I have the support system I do. I don't really 
have a family so they are it. I’ve been working throughout this past year and in October I was flown out to 
D.C. to share my story at the supreme court and the senate to oppose Kavanaugh’s confirmation and when 
I got back I felt like I couldn't stop there because there are so many people who have suffered from sexual 
assault but have never said anything. I went to a professor of mine and I told her about this club which is 
not only a prevention program but is also for general survivors and supporters. I did call a national 
organization, Survivors Alliance, and so they are co-sponsoring this along with Planned Parenthood. I’ve 
been working with other students who can take over because I am going to be graduating this semester. 
We’ve already drawn up what our plans are in terms of what we want to do. I want to have advocates 
come in and to hold events that are empowering and let them know that they can overcome this and let 
them know that they will get through this. Some students are reluctant to come forward and it took me 15-



years to come forward and if it wasn't for Hollie I wouldn't be where I am now. This organization is to 
give students a safe place to get that support and to get it without being scared or intimidated or feel that 
they will never get help. Hollie died last week and I went to her remembrance and because she saved my 
life and the life of so many other students, she’s such a well known person in the community, I want to 
rename the club to The Hollie Vargas Organization: Students Against Sexual Violence. Some of the 
topics we’re going to be advocating about are gendered violence and prevention programs and moving the 
stigma away from survivors who think it’s their fault.  
 
Motion: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Nardi: Thank you for sharing your story. It sounds like a great organization that's going to do a 
lot of good for a lot of people.  
 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item B: SB 31-161: Amanda Oas, Maria Eckert, Anissa Barrios, Noah Olono, Anthony Buckley, Caryn 
Carpenter 
Speaker: This happened over spring break and a few of us from the newman center went to California for 
a mission trip and to do some service work and help out. It was a week of service to give back to the 
community and one of the things we did was help out in an elderly home. We spent a few hours shoveling 
rocks and another thing we did was we went to a place in LA called homeboy industries and we were 
exposed to these previous gang members and how they’ve been converted and how their lives have been 
changed. We heard a talk from one of them and eyes we learned to not judge and how anyone can turn 
their life around. It was a really incredible experience. We gave a lot but we got a lot more out of it. I 
personally want to do it again so funding would really help.  
 
Motion: Senator Martinez 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Hernandez: If I remember correctly this trip was sponsored by a club that we have previously 
reimbursed?  
 
Senator Gibson: I believe these are all individuals, not a club.  
 
Senator Ward: When you spoke did you say that you went with the Newman Center or were contacted by 
them to go with them? 
 
Speaker: The event was put together by the Newman Center.  
 
Senator Majkrazk: I think they did say they were going with them.  
 
Kristine Heflin: We do have a Newman Club but the Newman Center is a separate thing. I believe the 
issue last week was that we didn't have the names of all the people going.  
 
Motion to amend both acts to allocate and the third whereas to list all the names: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 



Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Senator Hernandez: On the flyer it says Catholic Jacks and we have previously funded them the full 
$3,000 and I feel this is kind of double dipping for individuals asking to go for the purpose of being the 
club.  
 
Senator Ward: If they’re a club in the community that's different then a club on campus. The email on the 
flyer is the official email for the club in the community.  
 
Senator Ambrosio: I’m pretty sure that the student who spoke last week said they weren’t apart of the 
Catholic Jacks. If we deny this we’re denying him as an individual.  
 
Senator Ward: I feel like both speakers from last week and today seem a little bit confused if they’re in 
the club. It seems like they’re not a just apart of the organization in the community.  
 
Senator Hernandez: Is everyone who went to the event apart of the Catholic Jacks club? 
 
Speaker: I don't think so. We’re not really a club we’re more of an organization to get students involved. 
We do things but not what a normal club would do. The purpose of this was more for the individual.  
 
Senate Chair, Senator Burke: We only ask on behalf of the Catholic Jacks because that is a recognized 
club that has received all of their funding so that's why we want to know if these individuals are in the 
club.  
 
Senator Martinez: Are you in the Catholic Jacks club on campus? Not the organization but the club on 
campus.  
 
Speaker: No, I don't think so.  
 
Senator Nardi: So you don’t know them at all, the club on campus, or you do know them and just aren’t 
sure if everyone is apart of it who went on this trip? 
 
Speaker: I know the ones who went on the trip and everything we do is at the Newman Center that is off 
campus. It’s not necessarily with the club that's with NAU.  
 
Senator Hernandez: Not necessarily? To your knowledge is everyone who is in the event a member of the 
club that is on campus and registered through True Blue connects? What I’m asking is if they are in the 
club that is on campus.  
 
Speaker: Not everyone. I don't really know the case for everyone but I don't think they are recognized 
club members.  
 
Opposed: Senator Hernandez, Senator Nardi 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes, 6-2.  
 
Item C: SB 31-172: Open Mic 
 
Erin Grisham: I would ask that you continue to table this. Some of the receipt issues have been related to 
the performer and the venue and not the students so we’re waiting for some more documentation on that. I 
would ask that you table it again until we can provide the senate with more information about what the 



delay was.  
 
Motion to table until next meeting: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item D: SB 31-173: Riley Koldenhoven 
 
Acting Senate Chair, Senator Burke: This was tabled last week but in the agenda there is an email 
between her and her supervisor with background information.  
 
Motion: Senator Gibson 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Hernandez: I know you said there was an email but it didn't answer any of the questions that we 
had last week so I’m just as confused because our main question was why were there days off and where 
were they staying. The email made it even more confusing because it says the event was ending on the 
22nd of March but they came back on the 24th.  
 
Motion to table until next meeting: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Hernandez: She said she has class during this time so I think the solution would be for her to 
either go back to appropriations where half of us are there or come to someone’s office hours to have a 
conversation about it.  
 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
New Business 
Acting Senate Chair, Senator Burke: For all clubs, organizations and individuals here today, thank you for 
being with us! When I call your name please come to the podium and give us about a 2-minute-long 
description of what the funding is for or why you would like to become a club and how it will benefit the 
student body. All questions will be saved for the voting period.  
 
Item A: SB 31-178: Club Softball 
Speaker: This money would help us be able to save more to go to tournaments out of state next year. We 
did a lot of fundraising this year and we just finished doing a skills camp this past weekend for girls ages 
6-13 and it was really successful. We are hoping to continue doing those next year so we can go to extra 
tournaments in places like Indiana and Florida.  
 
Item B: SB 31-179: Emily Evanich 
Statement: Hello, My name is Emily Evanich and this summer I will be volunteering abroad in South East 
Asia for about a month. This trip would benefit me because it would allow me to sharpen and hone some 
of the most important human skills necessary in order to live a well rounded life, those being compassion, 
gratitude and service to others. Secondly, I one day plan to open my own organization from which (with 



the profits) I will start my own charity centered on lessening animal cruelty around the world. Getting 
first hand experience working for a charity/ organization such as GIVE would catapult my career forward 
and my experience working in the field. The student body and NAU as a whole would benefit because I 
would be going as a representative of our school to another county i.e.: making us look good. Even more 
importantly however, when I return I will act as an example of compassion and servitude to others, 
sharing my experiences and stories and encouraging more students in the school to go. I will also be 
telling people about all the help with reimbursement I got from you all at ASNAU to show them their 
dream of traveling outside of the country AND making a difference is more possible than they realize. 
Therefore, I will create a circle of good fortune, not only helping those less fortunate in other countries, 
blessing my soul in the process, but showing other NAU students that their dreams can come true as well, 
with a little help from my friends at ASNAU. Everybody wins! 
 
Item C: SB 31-180: KJACK Radio 
Speaker: KJACK is NAU’s student run radio station. We are 100% run by students. The only faculty 
member is our advisor. We take a great deal of pride in this. This year we won our very first BEA as the 
2019 student signature award. We were nationally recognized as a radio station and over the weekend two 
of our managers were able to travel to Las Vegas to receive our award but also to participate in a career 
for that is hosted by them. There were over 90,000 people in attendance and a ton of vendors. We open 
this trip up to our seniors every year so they can go and make connections.  
 
Item D: SB 31-181: NAU PD Public Safety Fair 
Statement: The NAU PD Public Safety Fair will be an event held on campus where students can learn 
about local departments and safety. ASNAU will have a table, there will be pie a cop/ASNAU, lawn 
games and food! The bill is order for ASNAU to purchase bike locks, bike lights, NAU PD imprinted 
flashlights, whistles, phone wallets, lanyards, sodexo catering and pie pans! This event will be benefitting 
the student body because it will allow them to have better relationships with local police departments, 
provide volunteer opportunities and allow them to learn about safety. 
 
Item E: SB 31-182: NAU SpikeJacks 
Speaker: We are a spikeball club on campus. It’s a perfect mix of volleyball and four square. My club was 
recently asked to perform at nationals and our club is top 50 in the nation. We were invited to go to San 
Diego and play in their tournament. It benefits the students because it allows them to come together and 
meet a bunch of new people. We use this funding to travel and lodging and also for the registration for the 
tournament. We needed a little more outside of the fundraising we’ve been doing.  
 
Item F: SB 31-183: NAU Wushu Team 
Speaker: I am the coach of the Wushu Team. Wushu is a traditional Chinese martial arts. The team was 
established nine years ago and every year since we’ve attended the national tournament. This year it was 
held at UC Irvine. It was this past weekend. This event benefits NAU’s student body in different way. 
This year we brought home three gold and two bronze medals. The more medals we bring home the more 
NAU’s name is spread to other colleges. The NAU team is quickly rising among the ranks of established 
schools like UCSD and Irvine whose teams have been around for twenty years. One of our alumni is now 
a US Wushu Team member so this is a great training ground for athletes to move beyond college and 
actually make a career out of it. Our club involves several international members who return to their 
countries and take NAU’s name with them. This is the only competition we attend besides the one that we 
host here in the fall but it’s a vital part of our growth as a team. It's a place to see other teams and get 
feedback from judges from around the country. That feedback shapes what our school focuses on for the 
next year. I really appreciate your consideration for the funding of this team. This year we did extensive 
fundraising and through that competition we hosted in the fall we raised $1,500 for food and uniforms for 
the event so we are just asking for reimbursement for travel, lodging, and registration.  
 



Item G: SB 31-184: Spencer Fox and Caroline Guijosa-Munoz 
Speakers: For the past few years we have been working with data in undergraduate research. We are both 
Psychology majors. We have had the opportunity to have our research accepted into the Society for 
Community Research and Action conference in Chicago. It’s one of the most renowned conferences and 
our work was accepted and we have the opportunity to present it this coming June. What we’re doing is a 
presentation on diversity and how it deals with monetary privilege, racial privilege, demographic 
privilege and things like that. We will be using the money for transportation. Our lodging is already 
funded through the department so we wont be requesting that. It will benefit us throughout our academic 
career and help us get into graduate schools and on our resume. It will help the university because it will 
help NAU get recognition. The conference is nationwide. There are people from all over the world who 
go and it can benefit the students through our research. It has the potential to be published and could be in 
different things that students could use and cite and things like that.  
 
Voting Period  
Item A: SB 31-178: Club Softball 
Motion: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item B: SB 31-179: Emily Evanich 
Motion: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Hernandez: Did we get the name of the other city you are going to? 
 
Motion to amend the first whereas to include Sop Chem, Laos: Senator Hernandez  
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item C: SB 31-180: KJACK Radio 
Motion: Senator Majkrazk 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Motion to amend the third whereas to remove Travis Williams, Shawn Dixon, Ramsey Crenshaw, and 
Matthew Jarecki: Senator Majkrazk 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Opposed: none 



Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item D: SB 31-181: NAU PD Public Safety Fair 
Motion: Senator Ambrosio  
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item E: SB 31-182: NAU SpikeJacks 
Motion: Senator Gibson 
Second: yes 
Discussion:  
 
Senator Alba: Is this the second bill you’ve submitted this semester? 
 
Speaker: No. I had brought in my receipts and had done everything but the senator didn't write it.  
 
Senator Alba: That was me and I didn't write it because I talked to the front desk and the bill had ranges 
in the amount that you were requesting so I needed an amount. I emailed one of the members and they 
said they would turn in receipts with an exact amount.  
 
Speaker: That's what we were waiting for so I did submit the receipts.  
 
Senator Hernandez: This was a last minute bill written by myself and Senator McClintock. We have the 
exact number given to us by the front desk and we just wrote it because it was right at the deadline to turn 
it in so we decided to write it ourselves with the exact receipts.  
 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item F: SB 31-183: NAU Wushu Team 
Motion: Senator Martinez 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Item G: SB 31-184: Spencer Fox and Caroline Guijosa-Munoz 
Motion: Senator Hernandez 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Motion passes 
 
Executive Reports  
 

A.   President: Dylan Graham  
I attend the NAU Strategic Planning and Budget Council, which is completing action steps for the 
University. I had a call with Student Regent Lauren L'Ecuyer and we discussed ABOR movement and 



NAU mandatory fees. I evaluated ASNAU Test Prep scholarships. I attend Louie Awards, a Front Desk 
meeting, and Parking Appeals Board meeting. I attended ABOR at the UA and spoke for the very last 
time to the Regents and University Presidents. I also attended a consultation meeting for the Athletics Fee 
Advisory Committee, as they prepare to welcome incoming committee members. 
 

B.   Vice President of Academic Affairs: Ronni Marks 
I am currently attending ABOR and learning so much! I'm very proud of our organization and so happy 
that the constitutional amendment passed!! 
 

C.   Vice President of Student Affairs: Samariah Riggins 
This week, I selected the recipients for the test prep Scholarship. I’ve taken some time off so I will be 
catching up on things this weekend. Currently I am selecting the clubs who will be awarded during High 
Pine as well. Please make sure to sign up and help for High Pine! Sign-up sheet is in the weekly staff 
updates! 
 

D.   Vice President of Government Affairs: Analisa Quintero 
This week I worked on final details for ABOR before attending the public sessions in Tucson, Arizona. I 
am working on our final bylaw edit script for this semester and looking forward to all the upcoming 
events. 
 

E.   Chief of Staff: Tori O’Reilly 
Have been attending ABOR down at U of A. 
 
Staff Reports 
 

A.   Student State Affairs:  
Shanlie Blair:  
 

B.   Public Relations: 
Graphic Designer – Amanda Jacob, Pip Franke:  This week we finished up multiple projects for various 
events and organizations on campus. 
 
Social Media – Madison Abernethy: Promoted the ASNAU ticket giveaway for Death Cab for Cutie. 
Promoted the ASNAU scholarship. Have you seen the video of Doctor Cheng? If not definitely go check 
it out. Abby did an awesome job. Please keep sending me your events. 
 
Videographer – Abbi Jackson: This week we released the President Cheng videos. I have also been 
working on the concert promotional video, which will be released on social media next week. 
 

C.   Special Events: 
Lindsey Kevorkian: The concert is coming up this Thursday in the dome and the doors open at 6. Spread 
the word to other students and we hope to see you all there! 
 

D.   Information Technologist: 
Dylan Schreiner: No report.  
 

E.   NSG: 
Jewel Fernandez: No report.  
 

F.   Diversity Coordinator: 



Taheera Shabazz: This week I finished ensuring that the training guide was complete and as detailed as I 
could make it for next year's Diversity Coordinator. I have been in contact with Flag T, and the Pride 
shirts should be done early next week. I also have chosen to purchase Pride accessories to give out to 
students along with the Pride shirts. In addition, I have been in contact with the Black Student Union to 
ensure they get the funds I have promised to give them for the Black Renaissance. And lastly, I have been 
looking over my budget to ensure I will be able to spend it all by the end of the semester; the remainder of 
my budget will be going to the Women's and Gender Studies department to purchase menstrual products 
for the Social and Behavior Sciences building. 
 

G.   Front Desk: 
Christian Catano, Yakira Flanagan, Tyler Millidge, Alyssa Cox: We are working on making the front 
desk more efficient and trying to figure out the best person to put front desk under for next year. Please 
remind your clubs that all reimbursement packets are due on April 18th at 5pm. We will not be accepting 
them after that time.  

 
H.   Executive Assistant: 

Kiana Saleapaga: The following ERFs have been processed this week: ASNAU Spring Banner; CAL 
Dinner with the Dean; Ticket Giveaway Food; Pride Shirts. 
 

I.   Sustainability Coordinator: 
Kristen Morale: Fix-it clinic on Tuesday was a great success, about 20 items fixed! Campus Dining 
Advisory Council meeting tomorrow. Will also be submitting ERFs for Earth Jam this week. 
 

J.   Volunteer Coordinator: 
Katie Martinez: Hello everyone, If you are interested in volunteering for the Louie’s Cupboard event on 
the 26th of this month it will be from 3-5 pm in the Louie’s Cupboard pantry in the first gen office. I am 
asking for 5 volunteers to come and assist with setup and cleanup which will not take long! I know 
Inauguration is the same day and at 5:30 but this will be a very exciting event and will help us strengthen 
our bond with Louie’s Cupboard. Considering their new location will be so close to our office I think this 
could be a very beneficial event for staff and senate to volunteer at. Please come and get to know their 
staff, club members and volunteers! There will be a Mexican food buffet for the volunteers and students! I 
will send a google form to sign up for the event out this week. Keep spreading the word about the 
clothing drive and feel free to bring things in. 
 

K.   Awareness and Campaign Coordinator: 
Susan Resendiz: This week I have been working on Dental Hygiene tabling events. Thank you to 
everyone who helped. I have also been preparing final events for the semester. Thank you all. 
 

L.   Club Manager:  
Jo Williams: I have been working on the High Pine Awards; this includes creating programs, fixing the 
agenda, finalizing the budget, finalizing decorations/ center pieces, etc.  
 
Committee Reports 
 

A.   Legislative Committee: Senator Freitas 
Senator Freitas: We were not able to meet last week due to the cline library visit and will not be meeting 
this evening. Please let me know if you have any issues with the by-laws and I can put it in the report for 
the next years senate. 
 

B.   Appropriations Committee: Senator McClintock 



Senator McClintock: Appropriations was better this week, we were only missing one bill. We denied one 
bill due to it being the last time to come and they had not had a date for their event. Keep up the good 
work and send everything to me Friday by 5 PM! 
 
Senator Reports  
 
College of Arts and Letters: 

A.   Senator Ambrosio: No report.  
 

B.   Senator Hernandez:  Our dinner with the dean event date is set and were waiting for logistics. 
 
College of Social and Behavioral Sciences: 

C.   Senator Burke: This week I reviewed a couple of bills and helped Kristen out at the Fix It Clinic 
on Tuesday. I'm looking forward to the Death Cab For Cutie concert next Thursday! 

 
D.   Senator Gibson: This week I was able to attend appropriations and review some bills for other 

Senators. I also attended UUC on Wednesday. I am working with my Associate Dean to try to set 
up a date for ASNAU to tour the Communications building before the end of the school year. 
 

College of Health and Human Services: 
A.   Senator Martinez: This week in CHQ we tied up about 105 shirts to give to clubs. During my 

office hour I emailed my clubs about the last day to apply for reimbursement. Thursday I helped 
Susan with the dental hygiene event. 
 

B.   Senator Zavala: No report.  
 
College of Education: 

A.   Senator McClintock: This week I helped with the Dental Hygiene tabling on Tuesday. I am 
currently at ABOR which has been very informative. I apologize if I have not been answering my 
emails as well the past couple of days! Make sure to sign up for the Public Safety Fair! NAU PD 
is VERY excited about our help! 

 
B.   Senator Schonbrun: This week I helped my clubs and went to ABOR. 

 
College of Business: 

A.   Senator Freitas: I have completed a few senate bills and have scheduled our Donuts with the 
Dean. It will be on April 23, in the business building from 9:30-10:30 am. Come and join us if 
you would like! 

 
B.   Senator Nardi: No report.  

 
College of Environment, Forestry and Natural Sciences: 

A.   Senator Alba: I wrote 5 bills. 
 

B.   Senator Ward: This week I cancelled the Donuts with the Dean, so CEFNS will unfortunately not 
be holding one this semester due to time constraints. 
 

College of Engineering, Informatics, and Applied Sciences: 
A.   Senator Rose: No report.  

 



B.   Senator Majkrazk: No report.  
 
Advisor Reports  

A.   Erin Grisham:  
 

B.   Kristine Heflin:  
 
Open Forum 
 
Announcements 
 
Adjournment 
First: Senator Gibson 
Second: yes 
Discussion: none 
Opposed: none 
Pass/Fail: Unanimous. Motion passes.  
 
Meeting was adjourned at 5:22 PM on Thursday April 11, 2019.   


